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Edward Price-Smythe 
Court: Unseelie Seeming: Wilder 
Legacies: Courtier / Fop Animal Affinity: Cat, Siamese Snowfoot 

 

Attributes 
Physical Social Mental 

Strength  Charisma  Perception  
Dexterity  Manipulation *  Intelligence  
Stamina  Appearance  Wits  

 

Abilities 
Talents Skills Knowledge 

Alertness  Crafts  Computer  
Athletics  Drive  Enigmas  
Brawl  Etiquette  Gremayre  
Dodge  Firearms (pistol)  Investigation  
Empathy  Leadership  Law  
Intimidation  Melee  Linguistics†  
Kenning  Performance  Lore  
Persuasion  Security  Medicine  
Streetwise  Stealth  Politics  
Subterfuge‡  Survival  Science  

 

Advantages 
Backgrounds Arts Realms 

Influence§  Chicanery  Actor  
Resources  Wayfare  Prop  
Treasure (cane)    Fey  
Contacts      
      

 

Health 
 Real/Chimerical 

Glamour 
 
 Bruised   /  

Birthrights / Frailties 
Shapechanging 

Confidant 
Flaw: Lies Hurt (-1)  /  

Injured (-1)  /  
Wounded (-2)  /  

Ravaging / Musing Threshold 
Exhaust / Inspire Creation 

Willpower 
 
 

Mauled (-2)  /  
Crippled (-5)  /  
Incapacitated  /  

 Banality 
 
   

                                                                                          
* Persuasion 
† German 
‡ Pooka can never botch. 
§ High Society 
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Merits and Flaws 
Merit Type Cost Flaw Type Bonus 

Code of Honor Psychological 1 Changeling’s Eyes Supernatural 1 
Wholecloth  3 Curiosity Psychological 2 
   Dark Secret Psychological 1 
   Twisted Apprenticeship Changeling Ties 1 
   Surreal Quality Supernatural 2 

 

Dramatis Personae 
Name Description 

Alexandra Thora Edward’s mother. Deceased. Blonde hair, green eyes. 
Reinhard Thora Edward’s father. Deceased. Brown hair, gentle and strong brown eyes. 
Herr Edwin von Heckmeck Edward’s mentor, mover and shaker of the Shadow Court in Bavaria., in 

Starnberg. Died tragically in an automobile accident. Tall, aristocratic, old 
money. Owned a mansion at lake Starnberg (Starnbergesee), married to a loyal 
sidhe of lesser nobility who wasn’t much of a mover or shaker herself but 
supportive of her husband. Had something to do with the murder of Edward’s 
parents – though the Chrysalis was a totally unintended side effect. Deceased. 

Gudrun von Heckmeck Edward’s mentor’s wife. Current whereabouts unknown; she and her son left the 
mansion after the death of her husband, but she is the heiress to his fortune. Black 
hair (with grey), pale blue eyes, pale skin. 

Werther von Heckmeck Edwin’s son. Currently 17 years of age. When Edward spent his time at the 
mansion, Werther was in a boarding school and was never allowed to meet the 
pooka. To the best of Edward’s knowledge, he is a mortal. 

Heinrich Wolfgang Edward’s wolf-pooka tutor, albino wolf of broken and twisted spirit, not really 
entirely evil but caught up in the Shadow Court dealings and unable to find his 
way out.  He expressed perhaps some of the first seeds of doubt in Edward’s mind. 
No known family. 

Julian Smythe Eshu from the Isles who was in the wrong place at the wrong time, and was much 
too curious. Edward’s first kill. Deceased.  

Hailey and Hannah Dautobi Mule deer pooka changeling twins, chrysalized on track field with Edward, 
Sebastian and Hadara present. Mentored by the freehold and Edward in 
pookastuff. Hailey is a sculptor, being mused by Edward, Hannah is a sarcastic 
biology student. 

Martha Spitzenberger Edward’s secretary. Presumably an old human, but with a pretty powerful air 
around her. Very efficient, and asks almost no questions. No known family. 
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Human Seeming 
Edward Price-Smythe – Edward to good friends, Price-Smythe to everyone else – is in his twenties, although his 
young age is easily forgotten due to his manner of clothing. He’s reasonably tall, fairly handsome, and has piercing, 
impossibly turquoise eyes. Much of what makes him easy on the eyes comes from the careful personal grooming and 
the fashion in which he holds himself rather than from pretty features. His hair is of a curious, warm shade of grey 
(French grey, to be exact), slicked back. His nails are impeccably manicured, his wardrobe is well tailored and 
improbably expensive. Quite often he is seen in three-piece suits of somber and dignified colors, complete with 
pocket watches, chains, tie pins and similar accessories. In fact, nobody can remember seeing him in anything but a 
proper suit. Shoes, socks, ties and the occasional briefcase match whatever else he is wearing. 

He holds himself well and has a distinct air of aristocracy about him, only reinforced by the proper Oxford English 
he uses, though tainted by a Germanic accent. He is rarely seen without his cane, made of glass with an intricately 
engraved silver pommel and a small silver and felt pad on the business end. 

Occasionally Edward can appear thoughtful, but by and large it is difficult to catch him in a bad mood; insults and 
unfortunate events tend to fall off him like water of a goose’s back. 

Faerie Mien 
Edward is a Siamese pooka. He has hints of the coloration a furred one might have, the grey turning darker on his 
limbs, face as well as his feline ears and tail. His nose is really rather more human than feline, but largely due to the 
dark coloration, it still looks like a cute cat nose. His hands and feet are much lighter in color, matching his snowfoot 
pattern. There are cat’s claws at the end of his fingers, and although the ears are often folded back, giving him a 
hard-to-read look that admittedly matches the slick mortal appearance, every so often they do pop up and swivel 
to catch a sluagh's whisper. 
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Residence 
Dark grey stone; granite and marble. This is an old building, probably constructed as a bank, or for some other 
purpose that required solemn pomp, a temple for money and power. The era it hails from had beauty and magic as 
well, however, and so there are gargoyles, the elevators are gilded cages running on exposed mechanisms with brass 
dials indicating their progress, and the stone of the stairs is actually worn. All the doors are high enough to admit 
even the tallest of trolls without requiring them to stoop, and they close with a convincing solidity. The workmen 
that build this place knew what they were doing, and they took pride in it. 

 

There are offices other than Edward's in the building as well; lawyers, accountants, consultants. But the top floor – 
the offices of Price-Smythe and his personal space -- almost seem to exist in a different world from the rest of the 
building. Once the elevators pass the mundane spaces they gain a new sparkle; instead of seeming like a quaint 
remained of the past, it's as if they had ascended to the time they were from, when they were new and shiny and 
where they felt at home. 

 

The carpeting leading up to the heavy oaken doors is new, thick red velvet. All the dark wood paneling looks new 
as well, despite having been here for the past century. Once through the doors, the visitor is greeted by Martha, a 
stern looking old woman, her white hair in a tight bun. She not only has the air of a librarian, she manages to infuse 
the space around her with the same feeling. The typical visitor finds that addressing Martha at a normal voice is 
difficult, there is a strange reverence she commands, and so much of the business is conducted in subdued tones. 
Everything else continues the theme; there is a new computer and printer on her desk, and yet they are not. Every 
stapler, every hole punch, every filing cabinet here hails from a different era, evoking the ghosts of private 
detectives in the noir tradition. 

 

Along the corridor leading to Edward's office there are a number of pedestals with all manner of items and more 
collections adorning the walls. They all have the patina of age on them, they all have been held by extraordinary 
people of the past. There are jewels, daggers, chalices, bows; larger-than-life paintings of hunting parties and great 
battles against strange beasts; stern and ethereally beautiful portraits of men and women; carefully framed and 
mounted maps of the world's old continents, yet sometimes strangely transformed, but always illuminated with 
great love. 

 

The office itself is the size of a normal person's apartment. One wall is lined with windows overlooking the city, set 
into the heavy grey stone. There is a humongous desk, yet one Edward seems to easily command. There are glass 
vitrines with armor; a samurai set faces off a medieval knight's equipment, with visitors passing between the two. The 
walls are lined with bookshelves full of ancient books; pedestals and further vitrines fill the rest of the space with a 
much more eclectic collection of items than in the hallway. A large number of items here have one thing in common; 
they have at least a faint chimerical nature about them. There is also a large painting by the fireplace by the side of 
the office; a landscape view of an estate in the old world, with a woman in a white hoop skirt and dress and a man in 
a casual tuxedo and top hat pointing at something in the forest, visible in the background. It's almost as if one can 
hear the rustle in the leaves, since the rest of the office is almost eerily silent.
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Relations to Others 
Exactly what it is that Edward thinks of anyone is a bit hard to gauge, but here is what one’s best guess might be. 

Troll My, quite the honorable warrior! In a fight he would be quite indispensable, and there might just be a job 
opportunity in gallery security for him. At least if he doesn’t drink all the complimentary alcoholic 
refreshments. Shean needs to loosen up a bit, though. 

Nocker The machines at times make one’s hackles raise. Some interesting things that man comes up with, though, 
and he seems quite dependable enough. He just seems to take things, especially his own things, way, way 
too seriously. Bradley just has got to loosen up a bit. 

Sluagh Not entirely sure just why she is as attractive as she is. Maybe because she knows things, or because she 
creeps others out, or because of that funky hair. Quite the useful contact, and very low profile. Annegotta 
could probably use to loosen up a bit, however. 

Satyr What a wonderful man! Theatrical, alive, not afraid to live life to the fullest. As everyone should be, 
especially more mortals. A bit hot headed, though, one would say? I mean, if someone swapped the anti-
glare powder with purple shine, that’s really pretty funny. Besides, it was just a dress rehearsal anyhow. 
Geez, Sebastian, loosen up. 

Eshu Well, what can one say. Beaty, brains and wild tales all in one. This one is a real gem, a pleasure to be 
around, both on the eyes and the ears! At times she seems a bit uptight, though, a little stiff and nervous. 
And the dog’s a bit annoying when it gets loud – but then again, it’s just a dog, so it probably can’t help 
being what it is. Hadara could use to loosen up a tad.
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History 
Edward Price-Smythe, though not known by that name at the time, was born to two loving parents in the border 
region between Bavaria and Switzerland, close to Munich. Edward, or rather Reinhard Thora jr. was an only child, 
and his early days were spent as any upper-middle class kid would. He was loved, and life was good. 

The idyll was not to be, however. When he was but eight years old, his house was invaded by a number of strange, 
masked men. There was a jumble of sound and smell and sight, and tragedy ensued. It was but the hand of one of the 
attackers preventing the others from striking the child, leaving him behind. 

When the emergency crews arrived, they found the blood-covered child sobbing on the bodies of his parents amid a 
ransacked house. One of the police officers took Edward with him, and quickly found an uncle he didn’t know he 
had, who speedily acquired custody of the child. 

This uncle, of course, was no such thing, but rather a sidhe who took Edward through his chrysalis, brought on by the 
trauma. Upon the event, Edward got the faerie name of Gundhram**. Looking at events from the outside, one might 
notice a surprising number of coincidences, and one would be correct to be suspicious. 

The uncle, Count-Palatine Heckmeck, was quite well off indeed, and held a certain amount of sway in the local 
court in Bavaria. He lived conveniently quite close to Edward’s old home, namely in Starnberg.  Edward really 
never knew much at all about his parents or the exact circumstances to their death – the police investigation never 
uncovered any clues or any suspects, nor any motive for the act. 

The Count-Palatine also had a coterie of other fae at his service, including a wolf-pooka, Heinrich Wolfgang, who 
tutored Edward in the ways of his kith. Edward’s new family was not only unseelie, but deeply involved with the 
Shadow Court. Consequently, the version of changeling life he was presented with was more than a bit perverted††; 
not in the least helped by the way he showed a growing aptitude in sneakery and firearms, both readily encouraged 
by his adoptive father and his friends. For his 18th birthday, then, there was a big event, in which Edward got to kill 
his first person. Not only that, but a changeling at that‡‡! Edward was told by his uncle that this was one of the 
individuals involved in the murder of his parents, which readily gave him reason to do the deed. Being not entirely 
stupid, however, Edward quickly realized that not all was how it seemed, and he may well have been goaded into 
something not quite palatable even to him and his view of the world. 

Two months later, there was a freak accident involving the Count-Palatine’s car and a barrel of glow-in-the-dark 
paint which fell off a truck. Edward, of course, was nowhere to be found at this juncture, and neither was about a 
million dollars of the Count-palatine’s money – although the latter is a point of dispute, since his financial 
arrangements had been designed to confuse any potential busybodies, and successfully resisted clarification by his 
next-of-kin as well. 

Four years later an apprentice to one of the auctioneers at Christie’s, now known as Edward Price-Smythe, heir to – 
well, some small estate somewhere, people gather – set up his own small service business on the new continent. 

Ironically, due to his pooka frailty Edward has been able to deal surprisingly well with the idea that his life was a lie, 
that his adoptive parent was a manipulative criminal, and that he really knows very little of who really does what 
and what they stand for. He hasn’t taken any allegiances, nor has he sworn any oaths – though who knows what was 
promised among family when he was younger§§ – and he seems to follow no agenda but his own. He has been told 
what the kiths and courts are all about, but his version differs from the one he has since seen, and the one he has seen 
differs from the one the seelie fae present. He looks at things with his own twisted preconceptions, but with a 
remarkably open mind, having realized that all he believes to be true might, in fact, be a lie. 

                                                                                          
** War Raven, as the count’s crest and signet in his dealings with the Shadow Court was a raven. 
†† Flaw: Twisted Upbringing 
‡‡ Flaw: Dark Secret 
§§ C’mon. Of course he did, namely loyalty to Count‐Paladine Heckmeck . Having broken the oath, the dreaming punished him with 
his Flaw: Surreal Quality. 
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Edward moved to White Water due to the climate, the number of newly rich underserved by any convincing 
antiquities or art dealers, and the convenience to continue his real profession – that of a quite high class, and now 
picky about his assignments, assassin – under this lucrative cover. Once in White Water, it was only natural for him 
to gravitate towards the Laurel’s Forge Motley and St. Laurel College. His position as the curator for the small 
gallery there is something he rather enjoys; it gives him prestige and aids with bilking the aforementioned newly 
rich; it is fun; it gives him an excuse to hang out on campus; it gives him an excuse to travel to places to arrange for 
accidents to befall people; and it gives him a ready supply of young dreamers and artists, to be used – encouraged, 
that is – for profit and glamour. 
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Experience 
Date Experience Used 

2006-04-09 5  

   

 


